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- Classic problem with established theory, e.g., mean-variance optimization and modern extensions.
- These are “model-based” methods. So, one makes assumptions (e.g., known expected returns) that may turn out to be troublesome.
- This issue spurred research into “model-free” approaches.
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Market processes are not *entirely* arbitrary

Statistical view of Universal Portfolios (Belentepe 2005): Weights (constrained to a partition of unity) are conditional expectation of a multivariate normal distribution, $w \sim \mathcal{N}(\bar{\Sigma}^{-1}t\bar{r}_t, 1_t\bar{\Sigma}t)$.
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- Use a set of primitives, i.e., simple strategies (e.g., rules used by traders).
  - Individually, no primitive strategy is well suited (i.e., reliably profitable) under changing market contexts.

- Represent changing market context by regimes - loosely, subsets of strategies that are successful under this context.
  - Make use of historical data to non-parametrically model regimes.

- Devise online algorithm for dynamically rebalancing portfolio, shaped by contextual information.
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- **Weighted Strategies**: Robust portfolios may be constructed by weighting the working capital allocated to primitive strategies.
  - A small change, but as we will argue, a very useful one.

- **Regimes**: Characterize context by relative profitability of primitive strategies.
  - Good trading strategies exploit *recurring market dynamics* that can be *more prevalent in some time periods than in others*.
  - Trends depend on hard to model latent variables - we seek alternate state description in an action-oriented representation.
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- **(Optional) Use historical data to infer set of regimes, i.e., relative order between strategies.**

- **In-Sample: Identify the order (by performance) over regimes within a moving window, i.e., estimate current context.**

- **Out-Sample: Allocate working capital assuming persistence of the identified in-sample context.**
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- **In**: Identify best quantitative strategy
- **Out**: Allocate capital to the best in-sample strategy
Performance: Trading with Best In-Sample Strategy

[Graph showing performance over time with various strategies and their performance metrics.]
Observations: Trading with Best In-Sample Strategy

Can be profitable. However,

- Sensitivity to parameter choice, e.g., window size.
- Need fine-grained trading to follow changing trends.
- Wasteful chatter between different strategies.
  - Diversification could help solve some of these problems.
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Execute the weighted average action derived from k-nearest market states in a historical database.

This is more diversified, but tends not to suffice. – we will see a few empirical results later in this presentation.
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- Regimes: weighted groups of strategies exhibiting correlated behaviour according to a fitness function.
- During training, weights are adjusted between strategies according to fitness.
- Fitness of a regime is defined as a weighted sum of its strategy fitnesses, similar to a mixture model.

The effective number of regimes may be significantly smaller than the number of underlying strategies.

- Dimensionality reduction would aid the state identification step.
  - Previous instantiations may be considered special cases.
- Possible to build predictive models in a space that is different from standard latent variable time series models.
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Algorithm: **RE**gime **D**etection and **ST**rategy **OP**timization

Trading - Allocate capital based on regime-level performance

- **In-sample period (Estimation of current regime):**
  1. Compute values of all regimes by taking a weighted sum of the strategy fitnesses in the in-sample period
  2. Recalculate the weights of regimes proportionally to these weights

- **Out-of-sample period (Trading):** Multiplicative weight update for allocation between regimes
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![Graph showing the performance of RED-STOP Algorithm over time, with lines for max, knn, RS, RS - above 0, and RS - max. The x-axis represents months from January 2006 to January 2009, and the y-axis represents values ranging from -50,000 to 2,400.](image)
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